Client Comments
'I think you are the best and you are very easy to work with. Thank you
again for all your guidance in the financial department.'
Brandi, Concord (CA).
'We used Mr. Monesi's tax preparation services this year (2009). I was
thoroughly impressed by his attention to detail, timeliness and
communication during the process. We will use his services again next year
based on our own positive experience. He is building his business and is
local. Please visit his web site if you are looking for someone who is
trustworthy and reliable for any of your accounting needs.'
Laura, Concord (CA).
'I have used Alex for my personal as well as business returns, and I've been
extremely happy with his work. Alex is friendly, professional, and very
efficient. He has a nice way of explaining tax issues, and really helped to put
me at ease with the process. I will be using Alex for all our family's
accounting needs!'
Jaye, San Rafael (CA).
'Quick, efficient and easy to work with.'
Jim, San Francisco (CA).
'Working with Alex was a wonderful experience and a welcome change from
my previous relationship with large retail tax franchise. I will never go back!
The first day, I met with Alex and 20 minutes later he had a solid grasp of
my tax situation. A short time later my taxes were filed! No hassle and a
true piece of mind that my taxes were filed by a CPA and not by someone on
his behalf.'
Jesse, Pleasant Hill (CA).
'We are very pleased with the service that you provided us. We shall
recommend you highly to our friends and family. We received prompt and
excellent service.'
John & Amy, Concord (CA).
'I found Mr. Monesi to be very professional and knowledgeable. Yet he
managed to be easy and comfortable to talk to. He took a genuine interest
in my tax affairs that were not simple by any means. I am fully satisfied with
Mr. Monesi and would highly recommend his services.'
Anthony, Pittsburgh (CA).

'I really appreciate Alex way of helping, encouraging and getting me through
my least favorite task! Taxes! As a small business owner it is a welcome
relief to hand over any and all tax stuff to someone else. I would definitely
recommend anyone to Alex Monesi.'
Gina, Concord (CA).
'Alex is a smart and personable tax professional whom I have known for
over ten years. His knowledge is extensive whether it's personal or corporate
tax matters. I trust him to prepare my taxes with the greatest integrity,
accuracy, and to provide me with a smart strategy that minimizes my tax
liabilities.'
YoungSoo, Mill Valley (CA).

